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i wrote poems because i was bored-
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1 - fake moments -

THE SUN THAT NEVER SETS;
to the happy ending-

that never had beginnings
to the broken hearts-

that never were scattered
to the litre of tears-

that never shed
to the late night phone calls-

that never were dialed
to the sleepless nights-
that never took place

to those who never fall out of love-
because they never fall in love
THE SUN THAT NEVER SETS
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2 - i can't stand;

when you don't know when to shut up.
when you act like your the king of the world

when you keep repeating the same god damn word again and again cause everyone else is doing it.
when you don't know what's wrong.

when you make me do something rather annoying.
when you act like someone else.

when you act perfect.
when you say things you normally wouldn't say.

when you dress like everyone else.
when you BLEND in.
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3 - unreachable perfection

i don't want ordinary, i want extraordinary
i rather you speak with a million mistakes than speak with none,

i rather you to have a 100 flaws than be flawless
i want you to shudder on every word, then be clear

i rather you wear neon colors, than dress like everyone else
i want you to light up like a tomato when i touch your hand, rather then play it cool

i rather you look away when i looked into your eyes, rather then you stare back into my.
i rather you shake like you had to pee, then be calm.
I RATHER YOU BE IMPERFECT THAN PERFECT

because live is much to short for you to be aiming for perfection.
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